Literature Circle

Imaginative Illustrator
Just Draw It!

Name

Group

Text
Reading Assignment P.

To P.

Job: Imaginative Illustrator

1. Your first job is to read the text for meaning. Marking the text can help.
Mark the Text

Notes

Take notes as needed

Draw a heart next to something that
reminds you of your own life or
another text you have read
Draw

! next to critical or important

information or something that

surprised you or you didn’t realize
was going to happen

Draw a ? next to something you

have a question about

2. Your second job is to draw or create a picture that relates to today’s reading. It
can be a cartoon, diagram, graph, or stick-figure scene. You can draw a picture
or create it on the computer of people or places in the text. You can draw a
picture of how the reading made you feel. You can also draw words that describe
the reading. Any kind of drawing is okay.
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Presenting Your Illustration
Show your group your picture, but don’t tell them about it. Let each group member
tell you what they think of the picture and how they think it relates to the story.
When everyone is finished, you tell them what your picture means and how you
think it relates to the story. Your sharing should take 1 to 2 minutes.

Use checklist to stay on track before, during, and after
Before Literature Circle
Did I read the text for meaning and mark the text?
Is my Picture ready to share?
Does my Picture follow these guidelines?
Relate to the text?
Between 1 and 2 minutes?
During literature circle
Am I following the rules?
1. Taking Turns
2. Actively Listening
3. Participating
Did I share my picture for 2 or 3 minutes?
Follow the presentation guidelines from the front?
Did I answer the questions my group asked me?
After literature circle
Did I give my role card to the delightful director?
Do I know my next role card?
Did I fill in my literature circle log with the next text
assignment and meeting date?
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